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Abstract
Organizations routinely process information, make decisions, and implement them. Recent advances in computer and
communications technologies have changed the way in which organizations perform these functions. Decision support systems
(DSSs) are a major category of tools that an organization utilizes to support and enhance its decision-making activities.
Traditionally, organizations are considered to have a predefined and static set of goals. However, in order to stay competitive
and survive in today’s dynamic environment, organizations must be able to quickly respond and adapt to changes in their
business settings. Such changes could be due to technological advances, growing and changing customer demands, competitive
forces, changes in the labor force, environmental and political concerns, societal impacts, security concerns, and others. In
recent years, the field of DSS has become more sophisticated to encompass such paradigms as expert systems (ESs), intelligent
DSSs, active DSSs, and adaptive DSSs. Artificial intelligence (AI)-based techniques are being embedded in many DSS
applications, thus enhancing the support capabilities of the DSS. Such paradigms have application potential in both individual
and organizational learning contexts. However, the degree to which current DSSs can support organizational learning has yet to
be investigated in depth. This paper examines the learning strategies employed by organizations and DSSs and provides a
framework to demonstrate how a DSS can enhance organizational learning. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Decision support systems; Adaptive DSSs; Organizational learning; Artificial intelligence; Inductive learning

1. Introduction
Drucker [17] observed that the world is entering a
post-industrial era in which availability and processing of information will become critical. Hence, organizations whose structures, processes, and technologies
are not well suited to deal with the increasing environmental complexity and knowledge are unlikely to
*
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survive [32]. In order to survive and thrive in these
ever increasing competitive markets and complex
environments, organizations must continually learn
and process new skills, knowledge, and routines about
products, processes, and social relations.
Argyris and Schon [3] defines organizational learning as a process of detecting and correcting errors so
that organizations are able to function and realize their
goals and objectives. If organizations do not learn and
adapt to their ever-changing environments, they face
prospects of eroding their competitiveness and eventually, maybe, extinction.
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Exploration and controlled experimentation are
essential factors of the learning process. One of the
key factors that permits an organizational actor or a
decision maker (DM) to take risks and seek varieties is
directly related to the DM’s personal preference and
choice. Decision support systems (DSSs) can play a
major role in enhancing the DM’s decision-making
abilities. In recent years, the field of DSS has become
more sophisticated to encompass such paradigms as
expert systems (ESs), intelligent DSSs, active DSSs,
and adaptive DSSs. Such paradigms have application
potential in both individual and organizational learning
contexts. However, the degree and depth to which
current DSSs supports organizational learning has yet
to be investigated. This paper examines the learning
strategies employed by DSSs and provides a framework to demonstrate how a DSS can support and enhance organizational learning. DSSs can support and
enhance a DM’s decision-making capabilities by processing data and allowing participants to simulate a
variety of scenarios quickly and make effective decisions in an efficient manner. A DSS can also help to
assess and compare the benefits and risks of exploration within the organization [32].
In spite of mutual linkages between the DSS and
organizational learning, the concept of how a DSS can
enhance and facilitate organizational learning has not
been explored. This paper examines the learning strategies employed by DSSs and organizations and
discusses different kinds of DSSs that can facilitate,
promote, and enhance organizational learning. We
believe this paper will be useful in providing guidance
to managers, as managers in different companies are
enamored by the concept of organizational learning
and are looking for new ways to enhance and promote
learning in their organizations. This paper also provides insights and an overview for researchers exploring the relationship between DSSs and organizational
learning. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we briefly discuss organizational learning and the nature of the resultant expertise. In Section
3, we present the different functions and characteristics of DSSs. In Section 4, we discuss the different
DSS paradigms in terms of their underlying learning
strategies to acquire and reorganize its knowledge and
thus enhance the organization’s performance. In this
section, we also discuss the different ways in which
DSSs can facilitate, support, and enhance learning in

organizations. In Section 5, we highlight the key attributes of DSSs that can promote and enable organizational learning. Section 6 discusses the potential
future of using DSSs to facilitate and enhance organizational learning and Section 7 contains concluding
remarks.

2. Organizational learning
Since the mid- and late-1980s, the subject of organizational learning has gained considerable attention
among academicians and practicing managers. The
importance of organizational learning can be attributed
to the ever-changing, dynamic, and complex business
environments. The way in which organizations acquire
new skills and knowledge and at the same time exploit
useful and discard obsolete and anarchic existing
knowledge is a subject of inquiry [56].
Learning is considered necessary for knowledge
creation. However, learning does not guarantee that
knowledge learnt is useful and adaptive to the environments. In fact, exploitation of past knowledge can be
useful only to the point when environments remain
stable. If environments start changing, learning of existing rules and technologies can be an overhead to the
organization and its members. It is very difficult to
unlearn a well-learned program and/or method and start
over with a new set of skills and learn new programs.
Since knowledge creation is a dynamic process, unlearning existing programs and learning new sets of
capabilities often become essential.
Organizations need to learn because they are open
systems. They continually interact with external environments to sustain their long-term viability. If organizations act as closed systems, their long-term survival
becomes questionable when environments change
unpredictably. In an organization, however, not all
organizational members interact in a similar fashion.
Each of these individuals may have different, if not
conflicting, views and may construct different models
about the organization and its environments leading to
incompatibility among these models and eventually
the organization may not be able to realize its full
potential. This is because organizational learning is
not a simple aggregate sum of individual learning but
is an exchange and sharing of individual assumptions
and models throughout the organization.
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Argyris and Schon [3] have identified two types of
learning mechanisms used by organizations: singleloop and double-loop learning. In single-loop learning,
error detection is important. This implies that based on
the feedback loop, organizational members take necessary actions to control variance. The feedback loop
is linked directly with the outcomes, strategies, and
assumptions about the organization and environments.
In a more or less stable environment, single-loop learning is considered efficient, because its main objective
is to achieve planned goals and performance targets
within an acceptable range [57].
Double-loop learning, on the other hand, involves
revisions of assumptions, guidelines, and underlying
objectives of an organization. By questioning existing
routines and assumptions about the organization and
its environments, many incompatibilities are resolved
or, at best, uncovered. This type of learning is difficult
because people do not want to be challenged about
their assumptions, guidelines, and understanding of
the organization’s norms and policies. However, if an
organization begins to transform itself, it starts uncovering existing assumptions and goals about the organization and environments that are not consistent and
embarks on forming new sets of assumptions, guidelines, and beliefs [57].
In a narrow sense, Argyris and Schon [3] refer to
single-loop learning as problem solving, whereas
double-loop learning is critical reflection leading to
further learning. The authors contend that most organizations tend to follow single-loop learning, which
involves the detection and correction of organizational
error, but permits the organization to carry on its
present policies to achieve its current objectives.
Alternatively, very few organizations follow doubleloop learning that involves the detection and correction of errors by modifying the underlying norms,
policies, objectives, and operating assumptions. In a
broader sense, we can say that single-loop learning is
the one that maintains the organization, whereas double-loop learning is the one that redefines an organization enabling it to adapt and survive in dynamic
environments.
One of the key requirements in organizational
learning is the exchange and sharing of assumptions,
guidelines, and beliefs about the organization and environments. To exchange and share key assumptions
and beliefs, information about assumptions and beliefs
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should be acquired, distributed, and interpreted.
Huber [32] identified four constructs: information
acquisition, information distribution, in-formation
interpretation, and organizational memory, as integral
elements of organizational learning. Organizations
acquire, distribute, and interpret information in various ways. By scanning, searching, and monitoring its
external environment, an organization maintains its
alignment with the external environments. For instance, an organization may closely monitor the design
mix of its competitors’ products and the expectations
of customers.
Information acquisition refers to collection of relevant information from internal and external sources.
Organizations employ several mechanisms such as
use of boundary spanners, organizational structure,
information systems, informal communications, and
others to collect information. By scanning and searching internal and external environments, organizations
can detect environmental signals for setting their
priorities and strategies [18].
Distribution of information, more than often, cuts
across functional boundaries causing difficulties in
dealing with autonomous decisions. It is not always
easy to come to a consensus on the definition and the
solution of a problem when problems and their solutions directly affect a number of links. Organizations
require coordinating their resources to assimilate their
ideas and knowledge for the solution of the problems.
The distribution of information, however, raises an
important question for several managers, who find it
hard to accommodate different views. Such managers
often keep important information to themselves and
may not disclose any information from their side [12].
For example, most organizations are required to create
many informal channels of communication among its
design, manufacturing, and marketing departments [2].
The employment of concurrent engineering to introduce new and error-free products to customers, is a
widely used technique of increasing information distribution among various members in the organization
[32].
Information interpretation is considered critical for
organizational learning. Alternatively, the way in
which organizational members give a meaning to
information is quite debatable [6,66]. Depending on
the context, organizational members may offer different interpretations to same or similar information. For
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bringing divergent opinions and meanings to the surface, organizations are required to continually update
their knowledge sources.
Organizational memory enables organizations to
quickly respond to crisis and make efficient and effective adjustment to the conflicting demands of the
environments. However, when organizational environments change rapidly, the use of organizational memory cannot always provide predictable and useful
solutions. In these cases, an organization should continuously refine and update its memory [64].

3. Decision support systems
In the simplest sense, a DSS is a computer software
that facilitates and accepts inputs of a large number of
facts and methods to convert them into meaningful
comparisons, graphs, and trends that can facilitate and
enhance a decision makers’ (DMs) decision-making
abilities. A DSS can assist a DM in processing, assessing, categorizing, and/or organizing information in a
useful fashion that can be easily retrieved in different
forms. Additionally, a DSS can also assist in monitoring and tracking organization performance based on the
organization’s goals and objectives.
Using computer-assisted tools, management can
effectively and efficiently process data to gain knowledge and meaningful patterns [37]. Further, Keen [36]
ascertains that the DSS user, the DSS builder, and the
DSS influence each other during the design, construction, and implementation phases of the DSS that is
developed through an adaptive process of learning
and evolution. Thus, a DSS is a system that alters its
knowledge base of facts and methodologies to be
consistent with the ever-changing external environments and internal structures of organizations. A DSS
can also assist in monitoring decision processes,
alerting users of their inconsistent assumptions, and
in making context-based decisions.
A well-designed DSS can facilitate problem solving and enhance the organizational learning process.
A DSS can facilitate problem recognition, model
building, assist in collecting, integrating, organizing,
and presenting the relevant knowledge, select an
appropriate problem solving strategy, evaluate the
different solutions, and choose the best solution. All
these activities can promote organizational learning,

making it a more efficient, effective, and a satisfying
process. Additionally, a DSS can also be helpful in
implementation and evaluation of the selected strategy.
The two key subsystems of a DSS are its knowledge
system (KS) and its problem processing system (PPS)
that significantly impact its problem-processing behavior. From the perspective of DSSs, change in the state of
knowledge in its KS is synonymous with learning. The
KS constitute problem processing knowledge (PPK) of
the DSS, procedures on how to utilize PPK, reasoning
about why a certain piece of PPK is used, and environmental knowledge about the objective, constraints, and
the domain of the problem [28].
Depending on the objectives, constraints, and
domain of the problems, the system works on input
information to generate new knowledge, which is
stored in its KS. In subsequent iterations of the problem
solving process, the useful generated knowledge may
provide more meaningful knowledge. A DSS may
employ any of the several machine learning strategies
to discover new knowledge during its problem solving
exercise. The major intent of this is to incorporate new
and potentially more useful and meaningful knowledge
in its KS and PPS to influence and improve its
subsequent problem-processing behavior [46]. In the
following section, we discuss the different DSS paradigms in the context of the learning strategies it
employs. In this section, we also briefly discuss the
ways in which DSSs can facilitate, promote, and
enhance learning in organizations.

4. DSS paradigms and learning strategies
Machine learning techniques utilized by DSSs can
enhance their capabilities for discovering new information and processes. Intelligent technology is widely
integrated in organizations where human and machines
can interact with each other to learn and sharpen their
problem solving skills. Additionally, both human and
machine learning can be viewed as having common
goals of knowledge and skills acquisition with the
intent of improving future performance. A DSS equipped with one or more of the following machine
learning techniques can greatly enhance its problem
processing behavior and thus influence the organizational learning process.
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Numerous machine learning strategies have been
identified in the machine learning literature [9,48,
49,60]. For the purposes of this discussion, they can
be broadly classified as learning by rote, learning by
deduction, learning by analogy, and learning by induction. Learning by induction can further be categorized
into supervised learning and unsupervised learning
[29].
One of the key concerns in machine learning is that
machines should be considerably faster in performing
some learning activities [61]. Efficiency of machine
learning is usually dependent on the kinds of learning
activities and the development language. For example,
a system that learns by rote is very efficient but is
usually incapable of making any inferences. At the
other extreme, a system that learns via induction maybe
inefficient, but can be beneficial in novel situations
where a DM does not have requisite knowledge to
address the problem at hand. Such systems can prove to
be extremely effective where available knowledge is
minimal but expected to grow.
In the case of a rote learning system, the main
emphasis is on memory and development of indexing
schemes for efficient retrieval of stored knowledge.
Therefore, in an organizational unit where most of
the jobs and tasks are administrative and routine
specific, a system that learns by rote can be very
useful. These kinds of systems are conventional
DSSs that can be preprogrammed to perform specific
routine activities in a systematic and consistent fashion. In most cases, all of their problems processing
facilities are built in at design time. The application
program could repeatedly be invoked to correctly
solve the pre-specified problem. The system does
not become more effective or efficient in its abilities
with repeated problem solving. The problem processor is invariant, which executes the stored instructions based on user directions. In a simple term, this
kind of learning can be thought as passive learning.
In essence, conventional DSSs acquire their PPK
through rote learning to conduct their problem solving tasks. However, such systems can be designed
to collect and present feedback information in a
fashion that the DM can use to alter the behavior
of the DSS with the aim of improving its subsequent
performance.
A somewhat similar, yet sophisticated role is
played by typical expert systems (ESs) which utilize
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deductive learning. The major goals in the design of
ESs are to capture and represent the expertise of
expert(s) so that it could be used by non-experts to
enhance their productivity and improve the quality of
their solutions [7]. The purpose of ESs is not to replace the expert but to free up the expert to address
more complex issues [63]. By employing deductive
reasoning, an ES can transform existing knowledge
and reasoning laws derived from experts into useful
representations, even though, it generally is not capable of generating new rules of inferences. In this
sense, an expert system can also be viewed as a system that relies on rote learning. However, a more
complex system integrated with an intelligent editor
for instruction purposes and deriving new knowledge
is an example of deductive learning. These systems
have the ability to change its PPK based on the
feedback it receives through numerous problem-solving exercises.
Thus, conventional DSSs can assist in solving
problems at lower levels of management while ESs
can aid in solving problems requiring use of the experts
knowledge. However, both can support the construct of
organizational memory and thus greatly influence the
single-loop learning of organizations. Additionally,
these DSSs and ESs can also be pre-programmed to
identify and alert the user of the inconsistent assumptions made during a problem solving scenario and
highlight conflicting objectives and policies of the
organization. Thus, in a narrow sense, such systems
can also influence double-loop learning in organizations.
Another paradigm suggests integrating model-oriented DSSs and ESs to create intelligent support
systems that have been called integrated decision
support-expert systems (DS-ESs) [30]. While such
integration can take on a variety of forms, the highest
potential benefit may be offered by allowing a set of
ES components to provide expert-level support to the
DSS model-based component of the integrated system. A representative example of an integrated DS-ES
is the Police Patrol Scheduling System [62], where
the problem processor is enhanced with ES capabilities.
A system that learns through analogies makes use
of inference. However, inferences are based on common analogies that a system is aware of. These kinds
of systems can be useful among the inter-organiza-
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tional business units, as they can provide more integrated and a holistic view of the situation. More
recently, some researchers have suggested a framework for learning through analogies [42]. Lessons
learnt and insights obtained during one problem solving exercise can be applied to other similar scenarios.
For example, Garvin [20] discusses the case of Boeing
that compared the developmental process of its problematic launches of 737 and 747 with those of its more
successful planes 707 and 727. Based on this comparison, Boeing was able to come up with recommendations that were used in the developmental process of
757 and 767—the most successful and error-free
launches of planes in its history thus far.
Hwang [33] views intelligence in a DSS from a
purely model-oriented perspective with the emphasis
on two broad categories of models. First, in the absence
of any traditional analytical modeling approaches for a
decision problem, a DM may rely on an expert’s
reasoning knowledge about the problem domain to
construct an artificial intelligence (AI)-based judgmental model. However, if a decision problem is susceptible to analytical modeling, then a DM can rely on
someone versed in management science/operations
research (MS/OR) to construct a procedural model. In
this event, the MS/OR consultant is the domain expert.
Both types of modeling knowledge may be captured
and stored within a support system’s KS for subsequent
use.
Based on these considerations, Hwang proposes the
development of an intelligent DSS as one that (i)
analyzes a problem and identifies a solution approach,
(ii) constructs or searches for an appropriate decision
model (i.e., a judgmental model or an analytical
model), (iii) executes this model, and (iv) interprets
the solution and ‘‘learns from the experience’’. The
system is largely an expert mathematical modeling
consultant.
Other advances in DSSs have simulated frameworks for the development of active DSSs. The idea
behind the system is that it can work independent of
the need of the directions by the users [45]. The
system can learn without supervision because of its
capabilities in storing past knowledge and rules about
particular problems in its knowledge base, and such
systems are adaptive enough to change the processing
model if users understanding of the problem changes.
By offering simple directions about problems and

background information, these systems can independently generate and evaluate solutions of the problems.
Such systems can support the constructs of knowledge
acquisition and interpretation.
On the other hand, a system that learns through
induction makes extreme use of inference. Based on
this, Holsapple et al. [29] propose an adaptive DSS that
utilizes unsupervised inductive learning to increase its
knowledge. The main emphasis in this kind of learning
is to develop systems that can scan and analyze
relevant environment to make inference on new information. The goal here becomes much more complex.
Systems should be able to not only learn from new
information, but also be able to integrate new knowledge with the existing knowledge and be able to
reorganize their knowledge base to improve performance. Therefore, in an organizational unit, which
mostly deals with novel situations, a system that learns
through induction can prove to be immensely useful.
Hence, an adaptive DSS that utilizes this learning
mechanism can not only enhance the single-loop
learning, but can also greatly influence double-loop
learning of organizations.
Many manifestations of the unsupervised inductive
learning paradigm exist (for example, see Refs.
[40,48,49,60]). Here, we briefly discuss four techniques that have been successfully applied to real world
problems.
Simulated annealing [26,39] is an example of an
unsupervised inductive learning technique that
exploits the analogy between the fields of statistical
mechanics and combinatorial optimization. Metropolis et al. [47] first proposed the technique as a means
for generating feasible and stable configurations of
atoms in a substance, at a given temperature. Subsequently, many researchers have studied the application of this idea in resolving many NP-complete
problems within the field of optimization. For example, Kirkpatrick et al. [39], Kirkpatrick [38], Cerney
[10], and Aarts et al. [1] address the travelling salesman problem using the technique.
Tabu search [23,24] is an unsupervised learning
method that utilizes a set of operators to guide a process
from one state to another. Tabu Search operates with a
dynamic set of operators. Based on past historical data,
this set consists of a set of tabu restrictions that classify
certain moves as prohibited moves, together with a set
of aspiration criteria capable of overriding (as appro-
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priate) the tabu status of some moves and releasing
them from this status. de Werra and Hertz [16], Glover
and Greenberg [24], and Glover [23] have used the
technique to address several combinatorial optimization problems, such as the travelling salesman, job flow
shop sequencing, and graph coloring.
The technique of genetics-based machine learning
draws on Holland’s [27] seminal ideas about a class of
algorithms called genetic algorithms (GAs). In nature, a
combination of natural selection and procreation permits the development of living species that are highly
adapted to their environments. A GA is an algorithm
that operates on a similar principle. When applied to a
problem, this algorithm uses a genetics-based mechanism to iteratively generate new solutions from currently available solutions. It then replaces some or all of
the existing members of the current solution pool with
the newly created members. The motivation behind the
approach is that the quality of the solution pool should
improve with the passage of time, a process much like
the ‘‘survival of the fittest’’ principle that nature seems
to follow. Numerous studies on the application of
various kinds of GA-based approaches to computationally hard optimization problems from diverse
domains include communications network configuration [13], gas and oil pipeline operations [22], image
registration [25], surveillance in warfare [41], multistage flow shop scheduling [11,68], multi-objective
work force scheduling [26], and the scheduling of
limited resources in flexible manufacturing systems
[28,53].
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a technique
that focuses on designing and implementing computer
systems with architectures and processing capabilities
based on the processing capabilities of the human
brain. It is a model that tries to mimic the biological
neural network. An ANN is composed of processing
elements or neurons that receives inputs, processes
them, and produces an output that can be the final
product (decision) or can serve as an input to another
neuron. Turban and Aronson [63] assert that this
results in ANNs using knowledge representation techniques that lends itself to massive parallel processing,
quick retrieval and processing of large quantities of
data, and effective and efficient pattern recognition
based on past historical data. ANNs require training
data for adjusting the weights or strengthening the
connections between the neurons. Back-error propa-
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gation is the learning algorithm used by most ANNs
[19]. ANNs have been used to provide complex
decision support [59,65] and to solve many complex
problems [5]. Poh [54] studied the use of ANN in
strategic management and demonstrates the ease with
which the ANN can conduct sensitivity analysis and
partial analysis of input factors.
Marakas [46] points to a number of successful
projects that have used ANN technology. For example,
Nippon Steel Corporation has built a blast furnace
operation control system using an ANN. The ANN
learns the relationship between sensor data and different temperature patterns known from experience of the
overall operation of the furnace. The use of ANN has
provided a better perspective of the operation of the
furnace and because of its excellent success rate
Nippon Steel plans to introduce ANN technology into
other operations of the blast furnace such as diagnosis
of malfunctions. Similarly, Daiwa Securities Company
and Nippon Electric Company (NEC) are using ANN
technology to learn the future stock prices by analyzing
the stock price chart patterns [46].
An adaptive DSS equipped with any of the unsupervised inductive learning mechanisms can support
all the four integral components of organizational
learning. As discussed, these DSSs can prove to be
valuable in discovering knowledge, interpret the
knowledge and classify them as useful and store them
for future problem solving scenarios. They also have
the capability to organize this knowledge for efficient
retrieval, test its worth, and over a period of time
discard any obsolete knowledge. Hence, they can
assist the DM in discovering new and potentially
useful knowledge and provide fresh insights with
respect to the DM’s understanding of the organization’s assumptions, norms, and policies. Thus, besides
influencing single-loop learning, such DSSs have a
great potential in influencing double-loop learning in
organizations.
We have discussed how DSSs can greatly assist in
strengthening a DM’s decision-making capabilities.
Additionally, a DSS incorporating any of the learning
capabilities discussed earlier can also increase the
effectiveness of these decisions and the efficiency with
which they can be implemented. In the following
section, we discuss the key attributes of DSSs that facilitate, enhance, and thus enable and promote organizational learning.
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5. DSS attributes enabling organizational learning
If organization members can reach on an agreement
by disseminating and sharing information, the decision
outcome is generally understood better [43,44]. Hence,
the DSS should be designed to facilitate an understanding among different decision-making participants. The aim to reach a common understanding is
much more important than the criteria of efficiency and
effectiveness [14,15,55]. The attempt to reach a common understanding presupposes a symmetrical distribution of information among participants. With a
common understanding among DMs, DMs have the
opportunity to express their interpretation, claims, and
explanations to be resolved with reciprocal claims and
counter claims.
This understanding provides the means to DMs to
express their interests, cognitive biases, and personal
preferences. This allows DMs equal freedom to
express themselves freely and posit their views and
experiences. For example, Hsu [31] studied the effects
of cognitive styles and interface designs on the use of
knowledge-based systems (KBS) and focused on
knowledge transfer from KBS to novice users. He
observed that the availability of explanations was
instrumental in learning of new knowledge to novice
users and that the use of ‘‘justification’’ resulted in a
greater amount of knowledge transfer than using
explanations alone. There are a number of ways
through which a DSS can enhance and facilitate the
process of organizational learning. These are discussed next.
5.1. Efficient access of data
The performance of a DM will generally improve,
if knowledge and the models are partitioned into
frequently accessed and non-accessed domains based
on the usage pattern of the DM. The frequency of
retrieving particular pieces of knowledge and models
depend on the biases of the DM. Although a DSS can
improve individual biases by providing statistical and
probability functions and introducing multiple alternatives, the DM still prefers a few models that match
his/her mental processes of decision-making. For
example, if DMs are more judgmental, DMs can first
make judgments and then verify and validate them
with the DSS models. For these users, it is important

that they easily find those models that they frequently
use in their judgments. On the other hand, for analytical DMs, the probability of using each model may
be equal and the DM does not have any biases. Thus,
models should be so positioned so they could be
explored equally.
5.2. Experimentation with variables
Experimentation offers many advantages to managers to change their frame of reference. Managers
who are willing to look beyond the normal scope of
variables are ready to learn and test the validity of their
assumptions [52]. By using what-if analysis and
experimenting with different future scenarios, managers can evaluate, test, and modify their thinking
patterns and judgments/decisions. Using different
models, managers can eliminate biases and make
appropriate and necessary modifications to their decisions.
5.3. Generation of alternate models
DSSs can also be used to create alternate models by
generating new and creative ideas in different contexts.
For example, a flexible DSS can often permit to
increase or decrease the number of variables. By
varying the number of variables, managers can often
experiment and simulate different future scenarios
[69]. These models help a DM in searching and
making alternative perspectives and solutions. DSSs
that have the capabilities to support multiple schemata
and provide necessary guidance in structuring and
simplifying the problems can be of immense use in
heuristic problems to help DMs looking beyond the
obvious solutions.
5.4. Trend analysis
Adaptive DSSs, equipped with inductive learning
mechanisms and statistical methods, can assist an
organization in interpreting different data patterns
and forecast the organizational readiness for seasonal
growth and productivity. For example, trend analysis is
relevant to travel and tourism industries, which need to
deal with seasonal ups and downs. Armed with trend
analysis, an organization is better able to forecast and
take proactive actions.
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5.5. Exploratory and confirmatory models
A DSS incorporating different levels of exploratory
and confirmatory models should match DMs’ expertise. Novice users do not like the use of complex
models, but on the other hand, experts do not prefer
the drill down approach for the finer analysis of the
problems. For example, novice users mostly drill down
at each level of the menu structure, while experts
mostly go to the command mode directly. Therefore,
a DSS, with its aim to increase organizational learning,
should employ both types of interfaces: graphical user
interfaces as well as command mode of instructions.
5.6. Simulation
DSSs can support simulation studies, which are
essential for reducing ambiguity and uncertainty. By
using different scenarios, a DSS enables an organization to comprehend the likely future realities and take
necessary proactive action. By simulating different
scenarios, organizational members can interpret future
environments in the similar light, which is often
considered important to assimilating individual based
learning to organizational learning. Computerized simulations are explicit, and hence their results can easily
be transferred throughout the organization. A DSS
armed with the inductive learning capabilities can
generate and simulate different scenarios to explore
and test different conditions and situations quickly and
economically. More recently, Ninios et al. [51] have
used the object-oriented approach to develop simulation models.
5.7. Justification of solutions
By making the details of solutions clear, a DSS can
help in improving DMs understanding and clearly
visualize the role of different variables in the decision-making [58]. The manipulations of different
models, existing and transformed ones, can help in
creating awareness among organizational members to
facilitate the changes as a result of the systems use.
For example, a key feature of ESs is its ability to
provide justification for its conclusions and/or advice.
This feature of ESs enables it to explain its behavior,
to identify the knowledge used, and to trace back the
steps that were taken in arriving at a specific con-
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clusion. Based on this feedback, modifications can be
made to refine the systems’ knowledge base and/or
alter its inferencing mechanism. The intent of this is to
alter the behavior of the system to address more
complex problems effectively.
5.8. Exploration vs. exploitation of knowledge
A DSS enables organizations to exploit past historical knowledge. The database component of a DSS is a
rich source of historical data [30]. The database component may include data from external sources regarding its environment and internal sources regarding the
organizations’ resources, capabilities, and performance. The periodical evaluation of database offers an
organization the opportunities to exploit the potential
sources of competitive advantages. Additionally, the
comparison of data over different times, sites, and
locations can assist an organization to evaluate its
performance over different periods, locations, and sites.
5.9. Idea generation
To gain a competitive edge, the current trend for
organizations is to go global. The major challenge
faced by these organizations is to facilitate efficient
and effective teamwork [4]. The use of Group DSSs
(GDSSs) can facilitate participants to come together
and share their views by reducing the constraints of
time and place. An organization equipped with a GDSS
is better able to utilize the knowledge of its employees
by sharing information and complementary knowledge
[35]. For example, by using groupware tools, CIGNA
was able to share the expertise of its employees spread
across 55 international units [8].

6. Future implications
In this study, we have shown how DSS can enhance
organizational learning. With the increasing use of
powerful computers and standard telecommunications,
we envision a trend in which DSSs will be increasingly
used for enhancing organizational learning. This is
especially true in the arena of electronic commerce
(e-commerce) where organizations are facing a turbulent environment and are pressed to quickly adapt to the
changing environment. In order to deal with such
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dynamic environments, organizations will increasingly
make the use of intelligent agents that will facilitate
both single-loop learning and double-loop learning.
Some of these intelligent and autonomous agents like
SodaBot and Foner Agents can help in negotiations,
group collaboration, and dialog generation. Similarly,
other agents like Maes, KidSim, IBM, and Hayes–
Roth Agents assist in identifying problems in dynamic
environments, offering solutions, and accomplishing
the tasks autonomously [46].
Janca [34] argues that in the near future intelligent
agents will play critical roles and greatly impact an
organization’s performance. By using these software
agents on their desktop computers, users can easily
take advantages of the capabilities of these tools as
they assist users both in sorting the information and
data mining. Hence, instead of receiving an overwhelming load of information, users will receive only
the relevant information that they are most likely to use
in making decisions.
In addition, organizations will make use of DSSs for
dynamic modeling that would provide several opportunities for scenario planning and sensitivity analysis
[46]. Also, increasing use of communication networks
will allow organizations to make use of GDSSs for
brainstorming, collaboration, information sharing, and
communication purposes. By using GDSSs, participants in one or more teams in the organization will
capitalize on the opportunities for learning from each
other [21]. Marakas [46] has shown that GDSSs have
been extremely useful in generating a long list of ideas
efficiently. For example, brainstorming can be incorporated in DSSs as stand-alone modules or as a part of
guided processes [46]. Moffitt [50] argues that the
intelligent agents, which contain explanation facilities,
can enhance trust between computer users and their
‘‘intelligent agents’’.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed ways in which
DSSs can facilitate, promote, enhance, and support
organizational learning. In current dynamic environments, the potential of DSSs for enhancing organizational learning can be even more important. For
example, when decision-makers are faced with making
quick ad-hoc decisions, a DSS can provide efficient

and effective modeling capabilities. Using these
GDSSs, managers can easily communicate their decisions across the hierarchies. This helps in bringing
organizational members together for creating a mental
schema of the problem and its solution [66,67].
A well-designed DSS provides managers with the
options to check and evaluate different mental schemas and their outcomes. This usually results in
managers selecting the best solution consistent with
their organization’s overall goals and mission. The
validation of models through a DSS can be useful, as
it will usually provide the same decision in the same
contexts. If users and other organizational members
can check and validate the accuracy of their decisions
through a DSS, they usually become aware of the
critical variables and contexts in which a particular
decision is made. In essence, different DSS paradigms, ranging from a conventional DSS to adaptive
DSS, can potentially influence both single-loop as
well as double-loop learning in organizations.
A DSS is a tool of self-expression and explanation
for the DM. Self-expressions and explanations not only
require flexibility in the use of the DSS, but also a sense
of direct control over the DSS. The flexibility of the
DSS can be managed by easy to work user interfaces
and easy modeling capabilities. Confirming the conceptual models of the DMs with the DSS models can
provide the control over the DSS. This compatibility
between the DM and the DSS provides a direct opportunity to the DM to evaluate the operations of the DSS
and integrate the information provided by the DSS with
information provided by the other sources. Additional
research needs to be done to examine, in detail, the
issues and criteria that will help identify the appropriate
DSS(s) that will promote organizational learning. In
general, in complex situations, where humans are
unable to analyze the effect of the several interacting
variables simultaneously, a DSS can provide a better
perspective of their interactions and the corresponding
solution by offering its data mining, modeling, and
analytical capabilities.
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